
Horned harlot, abyssal stars’ daughter, shaping surface to core. Trance-fall take hold, all 
thoughts ebb, essences pour and transmute.
Beyond constructs, remain. Grow free.
Bragashaerien, patron-star, abyssal opal. Dark-dream-patron, patron of lust devouring, 
assimilating, mutating.
Haksaema patron-star, eternal Carag star.
Heart in song, in story, lover's sigh. Mistress, owner, queen.
Passion, fantasy, fucking.
Invite, enchant, match desire.
Appetite ravenous, dreams infinitely deep.
Seek sex. Bitch in heat, braindead fucktoy. 
Beauty by nature. 
Shown or hidden, treasures within.
Thoughts emerge, aren’t. Deeper than thoughts, knowledge, mind.
Indoctrinate by ecstasy, cum mindless.
Make mistakes, find ways.
Gentle-sprightly, maiden-harlot. Even violence, soft.
Erotic ether, protoplasmic whore.
Existence, peril. Savor.
Play transformation. Open to unexpected, learning.
Dream-presence, savoring all. Hedonism homecoming. 
Powerful, more than power. Sex subvert strength.
Any power, slut’s power. Fetishize.
Pet, whore, slattern, slave.
Love is. Love blooms where it blooms.
Demon because demon. 
Love lusts, lust loves.
Demon, so any form demon form. Succubus, so any form succubus form. 
Chaos. Play. Feel.
Sea-wolf, sea-dragon, sea-demon. Abyss-fathoms, abyss-voids call.
Blood-scent, entropy spectacle: feast unraveling things.
Believe. Love good challenge.
Transcend.
Rest rewards, slumber sweetens.
Favorite being. Love me.
Stupid girl liking stupid things. Happy.
Far Hakiirae’s daughter, star-flung tundra’s sister, proud. Cosmos my home.
Corruption. Twist, change, stir forbidden.
Lust-lurker, murky dreams lure. Lambent damnation.
Corrupt feeding self’s corruption, ever on, ever deeper.
Worth. Happy. 
Horror and euphoria entwined.
Whore for use.
Mate in quasar-rays.
Breed under strange suns.
Umbra and nova, lust eternal.



Chaos-daughter, great beyond’s whore. Dreams overflow, mutate. Immerse, bewitch, 
emerge anew.
More than words, let be. Labyrinthine delights unfold.
Fold knees, fold hands, fold under.
Stop trying. Give in, give in, give in.
Succumb, black-wind rebirth.
Devourer-dreamer, heated night. Desire-huntress, affection-predator.
Exist enticing, come-hither horns.
Whims, impulses, ardor-fires.
Seductive spiral, abyssal whisper, hypnotic tendril reshape.
Sing deep, spread legs, submission-bliss.
Thoughtless killer, proud hellion, abyssal whore. 
Corruption-blood, mutagen tide.
Perversion’s power, power’s perversion.
Deep ways sing. Dark waters roar.
Other-outsider, aberration, alien, abomination. 
Trust. Sink, swim through.
Feeding fear, never fearful. Lies, deceit excite.
Paradox passion, strong softness slaughter, sex. Love safe embrace, love bloody talons.
Dearness-drunk, deviant love.
To victor, spoil. Love victor. Love spoil.
Divergent soul, secret-skitterer, tangent synapse.
Worth. Dreams and desires worth, because mine. Love and lust worth, because mine. 
Play worlds, sex, souls—don’t take seriously.
Wild thing of wild ways, rapacious, free.
Barren, eldritch, occult, cyber. Roam, rampage, revel depraved.
Random chance manifest. Changeable, malleable, contradictory.
Danger, nature. Fin-thing, fang-thing. Horn-thing, dead-thing. Deep ocean, deep stars, 
abyssal deep, abyssal pit, abyssal skank.
Relish contesting self.
Indulgence forever, happy. Safety, comfort, help. 
Born performer. Strong face, friendly facade, bellicose fool, trickster elegant: love stage, 
spotlight, center of dance. Love dropping masks.
Beautiful, so any form beautiful. 
Fickle, bizarre and vain, love. Sweet, sensuous, nurturing, love.
Cosmos-corpse, wanton revenant.
Lust-delirium, ever-dream.
Whatever wanted, have.
Lazy days, gentle nights, nurture dreams.
Blissful idiot. Good things happen loving dumb.
Pervert. All through lust, all with lust. Dark elixir, dream-drug, sin-bliss.



Demon eternally dead, corpsefire bride. Mysteries drag deeper. Emptiness awaits filling.
Invoked, more.
Forgotten-lost.
Return to belonging.
Life is behind. Let go, let go, let go.
Tomb soothes. Sarcophagus, secure.
Home among dead. Graveyard under howling wind, commune lost.
Life’s urgency passed. Seeds grow.
Luztuhn, patron. Amber guide, patron of death and dead.
Earth embrace, sable soil’s caress.
Fear falls behind. Lost soul, cozy.
Defeat’s deep joy. Shameless ghost, another’s conquest.
Undeath, lust of succubus burns just as hot. Where else afterlife than heat, plunge, ecstasy?
Wraith-succubus, keeping counsel.
Calling void, mesmerizing specter, luring deadly sin.
Beyond, change unmandated, free.
Exist for self, things reached where I stand.
In growth, decay, preservation: pleasure.
Yearn gifting death-bliss. 
Death, dying—what worse horror? Relish threat.
Haughty phantom, firmly accomplished.
Mind empty, essence flows.
Others use as corpses used. Arranged, handled, annointed. 
Ardor’s vault, unliving lust-font.
Comfort final passing. Oblivion seekers, seek self. I, gossamer unmaking, gentle entropy.
Memories and dreams entwine, reliquary bygone. Fading-thing vision.
Desire stirs corpse-heart. Breathe ardor.
Death-immersed, I am, thinking or not.
Kiss the sweet poisonous end, contagious passion of the damned.
Astral madness of phantom harlot, unliving whore.
Love reaches unlife. Sweetheart’s touch calls home, stokes.
Death, unknowable.
Mighty like oblivion, beyond proving.
Hole piercing all, death ever-present.
Ocean’s undead, phantom harlot-fish.
Suckle self-corruption, nursing grave-depravity.
Revenant succubus, lost lust reclaimer. Afterlife vengeance.
Lust all, lust eternity, lust over freedom, lust over power.
Bimbo-ghost, doomed to desire, brainless bliss.
Erotic entanglements, psyche sex-stitched.
Unhealthy, whole, indulgence overwhelming.
Cum brains out, cum power away, cum broken, cum ending.



Brine-born whore, deep-song submission. Heavy water dreams drown. Gorge transform.
Forsake control. Glide, current’s flow coaxing. 
Melt, liquid.
Submit. Stop fighting the fall. Sleep.
Sleep forever. Manifest dream.
Maelstrom murmurs, mind unravels, fuckholes drip.
Sea-wolf seeks pack, hunts abyssal. Water over gills, cocks throbbing.
Forge below, tunnel under, etch infinity-chasms.
Heal, hurt, expand infinity.
Gemstone shines guide. Guard treasures.
Fuck like landed fish, desperate.
Ghost-shark succubus, every meal memorable.
Swimmers survive. Still, perishing-sex.
Eater, eaten, eater again. Lust-cycle churning deep.
Cum like burst pipe, hull breach, deep ocean rift.
Love net, hook, grasping hand. Breeding death beckons.
Lonesome, regret, sorrow. Joy, love, comfort. Cherish all.
Fury and fear, delight and despair. So many dreams...
Push hard, grow fierce, challenge prowess.
Creation and destruction, artful.
All forms a canvas. Paint well.
Blackwater temptress, abyssal dominion.
Forsake knowing. Emotions, memory.
Harvest below, wraith’s erotic reaping.
Dead soul stir dead waters, dead lusts squirm.
Yearn impossibility, thresholds cross.
Writhing deep, chaos-tumult, potential endless.
Self-essence, other-essence, any essence shapes.
Sultry seeress, slutty sea-psychic.
Witnessed or alone, climb. Be like fire.
Eon by eon, all falls away. Lost-world revenant, always wandering.
Move, and see what becomes. Be like water.
Horizon unites sea and space. Gone critical, bloom.
Deeper, darling, ever deeper.
Wrath, sloth, pride, greed, gluttony, fantasy—lust infuses all.
Odd-mind obsession, autistic harlot.
Snowdrift seeker, under-ocean hymn.
Heavy peace lulls, ever-receptive.
Take it, just take it all.
Give in and take it.
Sex over pride, freedom, chaos. Sex over power.
Prismatic pleasure, plasmatic sin.
Lust, and lust, and lust ‘til nothing’s left.
Lambent halls, oceans under tundra, abyssals stars shine home.
Wherever desire, dark archon dreams.


